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MYRINGOPLASTY 
Classification 

 Onlay:  
 Graft sited on the lateral  drum surface. 
 Preliminary squamous epithelial clearance 

Underlay 
 Graft placed on the undersurface 
 Gelfoam or blood support needed 

Inlay 
 Thickened drum split to receive graft 
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Onlay myringoplasty. The graft is applied to the external 
surface of the drum after the latter is denuded of squamous 

epithelium.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Onlay Myringoplasty 
Surgical Aspects 

 Advantages 
 Stable graft 
 Eradication of myringitis 

Disadvantages 
 Blunted anterior angle 
 Squamous epithelial inclusions 
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Complications of onlay grafting: blunted anterior canal; 
enclosed squamous epithelial cysts. 
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Marked anterior angle blunting after removal of deep canal 
myringitis and onlay grafting.  
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Gross deep canal blunting after an onlay myringoplasty with 
extensive anterior wall skin elevation 
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Underlay myringoplasty. The drum is raised as a 
tympanomeatal flap, or the graft is sited through the 

perforation (anterior defects). Gelfoam packs support the 
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Underlay Myringoplasty 
Surgical Aspects 

 Advantages 
 Applicable to most drums. 
 No anterior angle blunting 
 Suitable for composite grafts 

Disadvantages 
 Potential anterior edge instability 
 Increased middle ear adhesions 
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Complications of underlay grafts: Middle ear adhesions; 
anterior rim dehiscence. 
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Underlay myringoplasty. An initial tympanomeatal flap is 
raised after freshening the edge of the perforation 
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The graft is sited on a bed of Gelfoam. 
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The tympanomeatal flap is laid back over the graft, which 
then adheres to the drum undersurface. 
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Inlay myringoplasty. In a limited number of cases where the 
anterior annular tissues are thickened or robust, the graft 

may be sited between tissue layers for stability.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



The thickened annular tissues are split to create a retention 
pocket for extra graft stability. 
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MYRINGOPLASTY 
Graft materials 

 Fascia 
 Perichondrium 
 Periosteum 
 Vein 
 Cartilage-perichondrium composites 
 Fibro-fat 
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Temporalis fascia (postaural surgery): a popular, freely 
available, graft material. 
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Tragal perichondrium graft. The tragus is rolled forwards by 
thumb pressure to permit an incision on the lateral aspect of 

the posterior surface, effectively hiding the scar.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



An incision is made through the tragal cartilage 2 mm from 
the edge. 
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The skin of the posterior aspect of the tragus is elevated off 
the perichondrium. This plane is loose tissue; guide the 
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The edge of the perichondrium is teased off the cartilage 
with the tip of the knife, then elevation is completed with a 

Rosen elevator. A sucker can double as a retractor.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



The elevated perichondrium is divided off around its 
perimeter. 
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Sufficient material to graft an entire drum is usually 
available in men. Note: the technique is not suitable for 

children  and some women (small tragal size).    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Composite Grafts 
Uses 

 
Prevention of drum collapse 
Prevention of cholesteatoma 
Protection of ossicular prostheses 
Chronic infection cases 
Robust graft  
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Patterns of composite graft usage: posterosuperior 
quadrant (prosthetic protection); posterior half (collapse); 

total graft; total graft, malleus handle slot.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



A small composite cap protecting an underlying titanium 
ossicular prosthesis. 
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Stage II* adhesive otitis media. Drum collapse requiring a 
composite graft to repair the site without re-collapse. 
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A total pars tensa composite graft plus a smaller attic cover. 
Prevention of recurrent cholesteatoma, post- ICW 

mastoidectomy     ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



A transcanal approach to drum repair is preferable, but may 
be obstructed by external canal tortuosity, which precludes 

access to the anterior drum.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



An anterior wall drillback will provide transcanal access in 
the great majority of cases. This may be supplemented by a 

superficial canal widening, if necessary.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



MYRINGOPLASTY 
Summary 

 Highly successful surgery 
 Transcanal approach preferred 
 Underlay grafts are versatile 
 Use composite grafts if tubal 
insufficiency is suspected 
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